**Action**: QPS Immediate

**Info**: QPS Immediate

**From**: US CINCEUR

**To**: MAAG NETHERLANDS, MAAG BELUX, MAAG FRANCE, MAAG NORWAY, MAAG DENMARK, MAAG IRAN, MAAG UNITED KINGDOM, MAAG SPAIN, MAAG ITALY, MAAG PAKISTAN, MAAG ETHIOPIA, MAAG FRO, MAAG LIBYA, MAAG PORTUGAL, JUSMMAT TURKEY, JUSMAG GREECE, JUSMAG SPAIN, USMTM SAUDI ARABIA

**Symbol**: EC/JO 9-101511

**Central Files**

- **Date**: 
- **Time**: 
- **Month**: 
- **Year**: 

**Coordination**: N/R

**Distribution**: J-1 C& E, J-2 PAO, J-3 CPQ, J-4 R/F, MAD DC/CINC, SJ3 USNMR, Comp

**COMMEMACT**: ARMA MORROCO ATTN: MUSLO AMCONGON FRANKFORT

**Signature**: J. P. McConnell

- General, USAF
- Deputy USCINCEUR

**Type/Receive**: EC/JO 9-8188
1. (TS) The US Government has announced its intention to conduct Sea & Air quarantine of Cuba to prevent entry into that country of offensive weapons and ultimately the withdrawal of such weapons now in the island.

2. (TS) In view of the actions proposed by the United States in connection with Cuba, a period of international sensitivity can be expected, SACEUR/USCINCEUR has recommended the following appropriate precautionary military measures be taken by all ACE Commanders, ACE MODs, & USCINCEUR Component commands:
   a. Intensification of intelligence collection.
   b. Increased security and anti-sabotage measures.
   c. Review of alert procedures and emergency plans.
   d. Manning of operational centers at reduced strength.
   e. Checks of equipment and supplies.

3. No measures will be taken which could be considered provocative or which might disclose operational plans. Actions should be taken without public notice if possible.
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